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T.C.  

ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY  

PREPARATORY SCHOOL 2010 – 2011 ACADEMIC YEAR FINAL EXAM 

 

NAME  

NUMBER  

DEPARTMENT  

 

SECTION 1 – USE OF ENGLISH / VOCABULARY 

PART – A: USE AN APPROPRIATE VERB TENSE AND CORRECT WORD ORDER.                  

CHOOSE THE CORRECT ALTERNATIVE:  (1 point each) 

 

A new house 

My family is really a large one, and a few weeks ago my parents (1) _________ that they 

(2) ________ more than enough time living in such a crowded house in the centre of London. “We 

(3) ________ to the country”, my father (4) _______, one evening. “I (5) _______ this old, small 

house, and we (6) _________ on a farm.” So last week we (7) _________ all our possessions into a 

big lorry and carried them to our country house. For the last few days we (8) ________to organize 

ourselves in our new home. Yesterday, for example, my brothers and I (9) ________ painting the 

rooms. Unfortunately while I (10) _______ the paint, one of my sisters (11) _______ the door. 

Nobody (12) _______ her that we (13) _______ in the room. So instead of painting the walls, we 

(14) _______ all morning cleaning the paint off the floor. I (15) _______ such a terrible experience 

in my life. 

 

1.  A) decided B) decide C) will decide D) have decided 

2.  A) were spending B) had spent C) have spent D) spended 

3.  A) moved B) have moved C) have been moving D) are moving 

4.  A) will declare B) is declaring C) declared D) is going to declare 

5.  A) have sold B) was selling C) had been selling D) have been selling 

6.  A) are living B) lived C) are going to live D) have lived 

7.  A) loaded B) have loaded C) load D) are loading 

8.  A) tried B) have been trying C) will try D) would try 

9.  A) am going to start B) was starting C) have started D) started 

10.  A) mix B) would mix C) am mixing D) was mixing 

11.  A) would open B) has opened C) opened D) open 

12.  A) had told B) has told C) was telling D) has to tell 

13.  A) are going to be B) are C) would be D) will be 

14.  A) spend B) spent C) spended D) did spent 

15.  A) will never have B) didn’t have C) don’t have D) have never had 
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PART – B: CHOOSE THE BEST ALTERNATIVE: (1 point each)  

 

16. If Henry hadn’t stolen that jewellery he isn’t / would be / wouldn’t be / wouldn’t have been sent to prison. 

                                                                  A           B               C                            D                              

17. You can’t get that job unless you have / don’t have / had / didn’t have the right qualifications. 

                                                         A            B             C               D 

18. I wish they aren’t playing / didn’t play / weren’t playing / hadn’t played music so loudly. I can’t study. 

                         A                       B                    C                       D 

19. I’m sure she’ll recover soon if not / unless / as long as / provided she follows the doctor’s orders. 

                                                 A          B            C                 D                              

20. Mr. Jennings wanted to stop to drink / drinking / is drinking / have drunk alcohol as he had cancer 

                                                   A             B               C                   D                              

21. Angela has just packed her bags as she is flying / flies / has flown / will have flown to Hawaii tonight. 

                                                                   A           B         C                    D 

22. I guess, this time tomorrow she is sunbathing / sunbathes / will sunbath / will be sunbathing on the beach. 

                                                             A                   B                   C                        D 

23. The lecturer would prefer to review  /reviewing / review / have reviewed his speech before the seminar 

                                                 A               B            C                 D 

24. Andy regrets to hire / hired / hiring / hires that small house as he has a big family. 

                          A          B         C          D                              

25. Les Miserables is one of the best seller of all times which write / written / has written / was written by 

Victor Hugo.                                                                           A           B              C               D 

 

26. In case / whether / In contrast / if the hotel prises increase, you had better book your rooms in advance. 

      A            B              C           D 

27. He apologised from / for / to / never using rude words, and that he would never say it again. 

                          A       B     C      D 

28. No one knows how is he understanding / he is understanding / he understands / did he understand things 

so quickly                              A                               B                            C                         D 

 

29. By the time the police the police came, the thieves runs away / have run away / runaway / had run away. 

                                                                                         A                     B                  C                  D                              

30. Shirley invited / admitted / warned / threatened his boyfriend to meet her parents at a dinner party. 

                   A            B              C               D                                  

31. The island where / whose / which / who was occupied by the British soldiers was saved by the Ottomans 

                      A          B          C         D 

32. Atatürk married Latife hanım, with who / with whom / whose / who he took many trips to different parts 

of the country.                                    A           B              C         D 

 

33. It was difficult to stop caffeine, but I guess I used to / am getting used to / didn’t used to / use to living 

without it.                                                            A                   B                            C                D 

 

34. Her original name was in fact Lili however / although / even though / despite being known as Barbie all 

over the world.                                     A             B                C                 D 

 

35. If the candidates applied through the internet they mustn’t / don’t need / don’t have to / aren’t necessary 

fill out another form.                                                    A               B                  C                       D 
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36. There are interesting signs on the walls of the club, and each / some / one / every has a special meaning. 

                                                                                            A         B       C        D 

37. The prime minister of Italy, Mr. Berlusconi, had known / has known / knows / is known to have had quite 

a number of young loves.                                      A                 B               C           D 

 

38. The trainee salespeople told / have told / are told / had told to book up for the coming workshop. 

                                         A           B             C             D 

39. They were supposed to attend the memorial day but both / neither / each / some of them came. 

                                                                                       A          B         C        D 

40. Turkish government is said to build / is being built / is built / is going to be built a new Bosporus in the 

west of Istanbul.                  A                      B               C                    D 

 

 

 

 

 

PART – C: CHOOSE THE CORRECT ALTERNATIVE: (1 point each)  

 

      I have spent most of my (41) _____________ in cities so I am still not sure if made the right 

(42) _____________ in moving to the village. The people are (43) ____________ enough but I find 

the lack of (44) _________ a little boring. The only (45) ___________ here are the ones you expect 

to find in a  (46) ___________ farming community – agricultural shows and so on. Still, I             

(47) ___________ the fresh air and a friend has just opened a (48) ____________ in a small town 

not very far away. I already do my (49) ____________ there and if I see her quite often I may be 

able to enjoy the (50) ____________ of town and country. 

41. A) lively  B) living  C) live   D) life 

42 A) decide  B) decision  C) decisive  D) decided 

43. A) good friend B) friendly  C) unfriendly  D) more friendly 

44. A) entertain   B) entertaining C) entertainment D) entertained 

45. A) activities  B) active  C) actively  D) inactive 

46. A) untypically B) untypical  C) typically  D) typical 

47. A) breathless B) breathing  C) breathe  D) breathtaking 

48. A) gift  B) give  C) given  D) gifted 

49. A) shopping  B) shopper  C) shop  D) shoplifter 

50. A) mix  B) mixture  C) mixed  D) mixing 
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PART – D: CHOOSE THE BEST ALTERNATIVE: (1 point each) 

 
 

51. The secret agents are very well trained. They can easily find a criminal _____ where he goes. 

 A no matter B every C however D even if 

52. Linda’s boyfriend is _____ that not many people would like to speak to him. 

 A a lot of rude B as rude as C such a rude D so rude  

53. Everybody did their best to keep quiet _____ he could study for tomorrow’s big exam. 

 A because of B so that C the reason D that’s why 

54. I don’t think that the political parties can regain people’s respect _____ they don’t stop fighting with 

each other. 

 A before B unless C as long as D after 

55. Izmir is a big, modern, touristic city too _____ Istanbul is the most widely known city by the foreigners. 

 A despite B whereas C in spite of D compared to 

56. She behaves _____ she is the boss. In fact she is just a clerk like all other people in this company. 

 A as  B like C similar to D as if 

57. ‘How boring _____!’ thought most of the audiences, and fell asleep on their seats. 

 A lecture did he give B was the lecture C the lecture was D did he give a lecture 

58. I’m really bored with him. He starts telling us about his memories _____ we talk about football. 

 A whenever B wherever C whoever D whichever 

59. You don’t need to spend so much money there. _____ it is quite a cheap hotel for students. 

 A Meanwhile B In addition to C On the other hand D In other words 

60. In Bulgaria there are only a few recycling facilities. _____ stuff is recycled in this country. 

 A Hardly any B Not many C Very few D Very many 
 

 

 

 

 

PART – E:  

 

 

CHOOSE THE CORRECT MEANING OR SYNONYM OF THE UNDERLINED WORD                                    

OR PHRASE, OR COMPLETE THE SENTENCE WITH THE BEST ALTERNATIVE: (1 point each)  
 

61. You have to deal with a lot of annoying habits of the teenagers when you teach them. 

 
A take action to solve a         

problem                                      

B get on well with C communicate with D do your best 

62. As some of the hikers were in trouble, Andrew set off down the mountain to find help. 

 A try to find way                        B to start a journey C get off D leave  

63. I don’t understand why we have to tolerate all these nonsense attitudes of the newcomers. 

 A evaluate B put up with C respond D object to 

64. All my brother’s friends came to see him off when he left for Izmir to complete his military service. 

 A to send B to consider C to say good bye D to say welcome 

65. I didn’t need my old printer any more as I bought a new one, and so I gave it away to a colleague. 

 A give it to a far place B give something back C lend something away D give something without 

money 
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66. The inspector went through everything in the crime scene and found out a lot of proofs. 

 A prepare a detailed 

report 

B register C go from the beginning 

to the end 

D examine at things 

carefully 

67. I still can’t make up my mind where to hide this surprise present. 

 A find out B remember C decide D open up 

68. Elderly people can’t stand being ignored when the youngsters don’t leave their seat to them on a local bus. 

 A don’t enjoy  B can’t be polite C can’t bear or tolerate D don’t wait too long 

69. I’m still in touch with my friends from university. We come together once a year. 

 A contact with difficulty B communicate regularly C can’t see very often D away from 

70. Graham had come up with the strangest opinion of his age. He wanted to transfer people’s voices. 

 A come together B bring, produce C look up  D sympathize 

71. Everybody thought that Vanesa and Dylan were perfect couples. Yet they split up a few months ago. 

 A separate B touch up C keep up with D get hold of 

72. Peter is really into Martial Arts a lot. Whenever you look for him, you can find him in the Chinese Kung-

Fu gym 

 A join  B disinterest C enjoy, like D protect 

73. As the minister had to work _____ in the parliament, he was so tired and he dozed off in the meeting. 

 A overtime B deadline C tiring job D no time to relax 

74. The commission decided to _____ some new historical documents about Turkish-Armenian conflict. 

 A reality B appear C printed D release 

75. Mr. Jennings is a very _____ person. If he decides to do something, he doesn’t allow anything to stop him. 

 A reliable B determined C generous D practical 

76. _____ people want to be very successful, powerful or rich and do everything to reach their target.  

 A Ambitious B Brave C Confident D Depressed 

77. After he had graduated from university and completed his military service he started looking for a _____ 

job to have a regular life. 

 A part - time B temporary C dull D permanent 

78. High school students _____ going to school, course and studying more than 5 or 6 hours a day, and they 

definitely need a good holiday after the university Entrance Exam. 

 A are sick of B are tired C are bored D are excited 

79. Could you _____ and give a lift to the airport tomorrow evening. It’ll be too difficult to go there by bus. 

 A make me a favour B do me a goodness C do me a favour D make something good 

80. Some Turkish-American medical teams from our university _____ an important laboratory work to find 

cures for blood cancer 

 A try to discover B look for C trying hard D carry out 
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SECTION 2 – READING 

The Fashion Fraud 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

In most markets, you can buy fashion goods. They may look like the real thing and carry 

famous labels but nearly all are fake. But does this really matter if it means we can dress 

fashionably but cheaply? Don’t we pay far too much for fashion goods anyway? Aren’t the 

manufacturers of the genuine articles just exploiting our ridiculous snobbery? 

Understandably, they don’t agree and employ investigator Vincent Carratu, to find out 

who is making the counterfeit goods. Carratu heads his own investigation agency specializing 

in this kind of crime. Once he knows who the criminals are, he pretends to be a buyer. When 

he has enough evidence, he contacts the police. 

It is a dangerous game, so Carratu takes on as his agents’ ex-policemen with experience 

of undercover work. They need to be able to act and have nerves of steel, as this example 

shows. One of Carratu’s agents, Gerry, was asked to look into a case involving imitation 

whisky. Gerry pretended to be a buyer for the American Mafia and made contact with the 

suppliers. In the meantime, the man who had told Carratu’s agency about the factory 

disappeared. He had almost certainly been murdered by the counterfeiters. Yet, despite the 

obvious dangers, Gerry continued and persuaded the gang that his story was true. 

  But one member, Miguel, was still suspicious and set a trap. He asked Gerry how 

whiskey was made. Naturally, Gerry knew all about the process but realized that the kind of 

criminal he was playing wouldn’t know. ‘How should I know?’ he replied. ‘I just drink the 

stuff.’ At this Miguel relaxed. There were no more problems and Gerry obtained the 

information which lead to the arrest of the entire work. This included custom officers and 

policemen! At last the counterfeiters had been taken in. 

 

PART A:  READ THE TEXT AND CHOOSE THE CORRECT SYNONYM OR              

THE DEFINITION (1 point each) 

 

81. Paragraph 1 line 2: fake means 

A) truly                          B) exactly 

C) not complete             D) not real 

 

82. Paragraph 1 line 4: ridiculous means 

A) silly                     B) cleverly               

C) exciting               D) boring 

83. Paragraph 2 line 6: counterfeit means 

A) authentic                   B) false 

C) lovely                        D) enjoyable 

84. Paragraph 2 line 7: pretend means 

A) doesn’t enjoy                          B) attends 

C) behaves like another person   D) dislikes 

85. Paragraph 2 line 9: takes on means 

A) accepts                     B) employer 

C) calls                          D) detects 

86. Paragraph 2 line 11: case means 

A) criminal                   B) company 

C) police chef               D) event 

87. Paragraph 2 line 13: supplier means 

A) communicators         B) providers 

C) workers                     D) decorators 

88. Paragraph 2 line 16: trap means 

A) organize             B) a plan to catch something 

C) tidy the table      D) a plan to show the direction 

89. Paragraph 2 line 19: obtain means 

A) send                          B) sell 

C) get something           D) look for 

90. Paragraph 2 line 20: entire means 

A) partly                  B) enlarge 

C) some of               D) whole 
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PART B:  CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER ABOUT THE TEXT ABOVE                      

(1 point each) 

91. Most of the trademarks which are sold in the markets are not real. 

A) TRUE               B) FALSE               C) NOT GIVEN      

92. We don’t pay a lot of money for fashionable goods. 

A) TRUE               B) FALSE               C) NOT GIVEN 

93. Vincent Carratu used to be a police officer in the past. 

A) TRUE               B) FALSE               C) NOT GIVEN 

94. What does ‘they’ refer to in paragraph 3 line 10? 

A) games               B) Carratu’s men         C) experiences         D) criminals 

95. What does ‘he’ refer to in paragraph 3 line 14? 

A) Vincent Carratu          B) Gerry                 C) a mafia guy         D) the man told about the factory 

96. What does ‘he’ refer to in paragraph 4 line 16? 

A) Miguel                        B) Gerry                 C) Vincent Carratu         D) the trapped man 

97. What does ‘this’ refer to in paragraph 4 line 20? 

A) the arrest                     B) Information       C) Custom officers         D) problems 

98. What kind of crimes does Carratu’s investigation agency try to solve? 

A) pretenders                                              B) American Mafia           

C) manufacturers of the false articles         D) murderers      

99. What were the ex-policemen experienced in? 

A) in theft         B) in murder         C) in robbery          D) in secret work 

100. Miguel asked Gerry how whiskey was made to learn if he was a whiskey producer. 

A) YES              B) NO               C) NOT GIVEN      

 

 

********** 

THE TEST IS OVER. 

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS ON THE ANSWER SHEET 

********** 
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